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It is with this promising text that the catalogue for the «Beijing World Park», 
which was opened with great pomp and ceremony on 25 November 1993 by 
Prime Minister Li Peng, begins. Built in 18 months by the Institute of Civil 
Engineering and Architecture of the City of Beijing with a public investment 
of 15 million euros, the World Park is a testament to the craze for foreign 

countries at a time when China was opening up to globalisation. 
With its 100 miniature reproductions of the world’s great monuments, this 
theme park offers visitors a unique tourist experience, a fictional journey 
where the pyramids of Giza and Notre-Dame de Paris meet in the reassuring 

bosom of a national space. 

Within six months, more than three million Chinese people visited the park, 
often with their new film cameras. This incredible photographie playground 
gave rise to millions of photographs of another world where the world’s 
architectural symbols are reduced to unlikely sizes. A few years later, with 
the rise of Chinese tourism abroad, this playground was expanded to the 

whole world and extended beyond the limits of the amusement park. 
In this new series from his Beijing Silvermine archive, Thomas Sauvin offers 
to take us on a journey where the photographie exploration of Beijing World 
Park joins that of the entire planet, a visual universe in which the fictional 

and the real are intertwined.

Travel around the world, what a wonderful idea! But for many reasons,  
few people can afford it, and this trip remains an unfulfilled dream for many.  

Times are changing! You are invited to Beijing World Park!  
Here, where you can go around the world in just one day, that dream is now coming true! 
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84 prints
Glossy photographic paper 

2mm Dibond aluminium base
90 x 60 cm (1)

60 x 40 cm (25)
40 x 27,5 cm (16)
27,5 x 18 cm (42)





World Park passport (80 x 800cm)
The exhibition space is devided by a gigantic reproduction of the original passport distributed 
in the park in the late 90’s. On one side, one can see the stamped visas, on the other side 

are shorts introductions to what was considered the twelve most important countries.







Negative room
A pile of 5 kg of 35 mm negatives for visitors to interact with,

facing a slideshow of 160 inverted images.





Beijing Silvermine is a photographic archive of over half a million negatives 
salvaged over the past ten years from a recycling area on the outskirts of 
Beijing. Since 2009, Thomas Sauvin, the creator of this project, has been buying 
these negatives by the kilo and saving them from the acid tank in which they 
would otherwise be dissolved to extract the precious silver nitrate they contain. 
With Beijing Silvermine, he salvages, edits and revives the memory of a China 
that unfolds in the film. From the first films that appeared in the mid-1980s to 
the rise of digital photography in the 2000s, these images paint an authentic 

portrait of China, since the country opened up to the world. 
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